FILM PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS

PRE-SOAK
Water: same temperature as developer
Pour out in sink
30 seconds - 1 minute, continuous agitation

KODAK D-76 DEVELOPER
Stock solution or 1:1
65-75 degrees
Agitate:
Avoid times shorter than 5 minutes!
Pour out in sink
(No dilution or 1 part solution plus 1 part water)
5 seconds per 30 seconds, or 10 seconds per 1 minute

RINSE
Water: +/- 3 degrees of developer temp
Pour out in sink
Fill, empty, fill again, agitate for 30 seconds, dump out

FIXER
Stock solution
Total time:
Agitate:
Pour out into Collection Drum
(Do not dilute)
8 minutes
10 seconds every minute
Note: Film can now be inspected

RINSE
Water
30 seconds, running from tap

HYPOCLEAR
Stock solution
Pour into Collection Drum
2 minutes, constant agitation

WASH
Water
Film Washer:
Moderate pressure, 5 minutes

PHOTO-FLO
Stock solution
Pour out in sink
Light, constant agitation, 30 seconds

DRY
Hang in cabinet, then squeegee